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File NO. 65-15348
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Serial
Number

905

906

907

908

909

910

911

912

913

914

Date of
Serial

DELETION (S)

10/26/50 (b)(7)(C) - The deleted material on page 1 deals with the
*

FBI’s investigative interest in the interviewee's political
affiliation. The release of this specific information would
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

10/27/50

10/27/50

10/27/50

10/28/50

10/30/50

This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory]
Worksheet,

|

This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory]
Worksheet,

This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory
Worksheet.

;

This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory!
Worksheet. t

(b) (7) (C) - The background information of a third party was
withheld on page 6 to the extent that the release of this
information would constitute an unwarranted invasion of per-
sonal privacy.

10/30/50 This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory}
Worksheet

.

10/31/50

10/31/50

9/26/50

No exemptions were cited.

This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory]
Worksheet.

This serial was previously processed as shown on the Inventory
[Worksheet.





October 26, I960

MEMO

RE; MORTON SOBFLL
LSPICiiAUE - R

ReButel 9/22/60 granting permission to interview MORRIS
FAYLEN, 738 Snediker Avenue, Brooklyn, Hew York, & graduate of CCNY in 1938.

It is to be noted that HAYL'N is the subject of a
case, file No • According to Confidential Informant N he was a
member of the CP and a member of the Educational Conmitteo of the federation of
Architects, Engineers, Chemists end Technicians, at the time he was employed
at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, between 1938 and 1941.

EAYLr.l refused an interview with agents without the service of an
attorney. Accordingly, he was interviewed by SA REX I. SttRODKR and the writer
on October 10# I960 at the New York Office of the FBI, in the presence of his
attorney, MICHAEL T/OLLIN, 215 Montague Street, Brooklyn, New York.

BAYLpJI identified a photo of JULIUS ROG ;,'VpFRG and stated that he knew
him from the time they both attended CC?IY in the engineering course, l.’e stated
that he was not friendly with him, did not fraternise with him, and did not
attend any social functions with him. He was unable to recall whether ROSENBERG
was in any of his classes, but he did not think so. BAYLFN stated that he was
never asked by ROSENBERG to furnish any information to him, or to or by anyone
else and never did so.

He stated that he saw ROSENBERG once since graduating from CCKY. The
occasion for this meeting was at a hospital where ROSENBERG'S fatner was a
patient in need of blood transfusions. This occurred before HAYLEN entered the
Army, after the end of norld War 11. JO' L BARR had told JAYLFS that Mr.
KOSF^tFrtU was very ill and asked him if he would give Mr* ROSFNEFRG some blood.
BAYLF;* stated that this was rot an unusual re iucst because all during the war
he eve blood a« a contribution to the war effort. It whs his recollection that
JULIUS ROSFNBFRG was present at the hospital at that tirno.

CC* 100-39051
66-15348

* JAHjFMR
100-37168
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MEMO
KY 100-37158

BAYLEN did not know WILLIAM PKRL, but he- identified WILLIAM MUTTER -

PERL from & photograph* He stated that MUTTER PERL *aa a classmate of hit at

CCNY and stated that he attended some of the tame alettes BAYLEtl did. BAILER

did not associate with MUTTEKPERL in any way and has not seen him since they

both graduated.

BAYLFS recognised a photo of WILLIAM DAHZ1GER as a classmate of his

at CCKY who attended some of his classes. Ho also saw DA2UIGER while both of

them were employed at the Brooklyn Kavy Yard. Since that time he has seen

DAll4lC.FR once, in flashington, D. C. in late 1946 or early 1S47. In this

connection BAYLFH advised he was drafted into the war and was in an army camp

in Virginia. While on leave in Washington, D. C. he looked up DAHZIGSR and

Tiaited him. Ue has not seen DAKZ1CER since that time. He stated that DANZ2GER

at no time ever attempted to obtain any information from him.

BAYLKK was unable to recognise a photo of Yr. and Mrs. MIKE

SlDOROVlCH, fc'ARK PAGE, or Mr. and Mrs. DAVID OREMi CLASS. He likewise did not

know Mrs. FTHTL R0S*'JBFR(t.

He identified the photo of AL SARAIIT as P AL", who lived with JOEL BARR

in an apartment in Greenwich Village. Later on hie own initiative he referred

to AL SARANT as "SARANT”. He had no explanation for recalling SARAST’S last

name later in the interview. He advised that he met SARA!?? through JOF.L BARR.

EAYLr S identified the photo of JOEL BARR as a classmate of hia at

CCHY and atated that it waa a good likenesa of BARR. In addition BAYLEti

and BARR were neighbors while both of them lived at Kopkinson Avenue, Brooklyn,

Hew York. He recalled that BARR irrited him to a party at Morton Street, where

bARR and SARANT were thee living. He went there alone by subway and recalled

having a hard time finding the apartment. He was unable even to approximate

the time of this party. He saw nothing unusual in the apartment and did not

notice any photographic equipment. To tho best of hia recollection the

apartment consisted of a kitchen and a living room. He could not recall how

it was furnished. BAYLTH stated thnt there were about ten or twelve people

present at this party, most of them unknown to him. BAYLE?I and SARANT were the

only two individual he could recall; however, he later identified a photo of

HFTTJ SAVjDGF a? one of the girls present at the above party. Be was certain

that no other classmates of his at CC'JY were present at this party. He also
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HY 100-57168

recalled that the evening was spent in listening mostly to classical records
together with a few popular records*

£AYLFlf stated that prior to his visit to BARR, mentioned above, on
Kor ton Street, he had visited BARR on one or two occasions in an apartment
located on the corner of 97th Street and Broadway. He recalled that £ARP was a
camera fiend and at that time saw that BARR had a LKJCA camera. More recently
he had heard thot BARR is in Europe but did not rocall from whom he had heard
thia. lie likewise did not know in what section of Europe BARR was, what he was
doing, or why he went there* He stated that ho did not know when he would
return*

BAYLFH advised that he knew HORTON SOBELL as a classmate of his in aome
of his engineering classes at CCSY* He stated that he has not seen MORTOR
SOBFXL since he graduated from CC3Y.

ffith reference to BAYLKH’S attendance at CCHY he advised that he did
not belong to the Music Club or the Steirunetx Club* Ee would not answer whether
or not he belonged to the CP or tho Young Communist League* He also would not
answer whether he was a member of the Federation of Architects, Engineers,
Chemists and Technicians* He did state that the amount of homework was so

heavy that he did not have time for aoclal activities while attending CCNY.

He advised that he knew VAX FL3TCKER while attending CCtfY but that
he has not seen EL1TCHER since that time.

In conclusion he again reiterated that he was pot friendly with any

of the subjects or suspects in this cose except those mentioned above, and that

he was never approached by them or anyore else to furnish material to snyone

not authorised to receive it* Fe further added thnt he definitely would not

have furnished such information if he hod been approached to do so. Ke was

unable to recall if cry of tho material ho rorked on in the Hrooklyn Navy Yard

was secret or c 1 as si fled, He admitted that it might have been. He stated

that he did not know whether ROSE :BER0 was friendly with any of his otner

classmates.

JiAYLFJ graduated from CCdY with an Electrical Engineering Degree in

February, 1958. He waa employed at the Brooklyn Navy Yard from Ootober, 1958
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until ilovembor, 1941. In X rM he purchased ft green Chevrolet, four door sedan.
He was latoremployed by the CFORCE SHARP Co., Naval Architects, 30 Church

YOr
-

k Cit
*l

ln 1946 and part of 1947 he ****** eight months in theUnited States Army. He Is presently employed by Gibson Hill (Ph.) as apower plant designer, possibly Gibbons A Heidtman, Architects, 211 East 37thStreet, Hew York City.

Iron observation it was determined that EAYLRI has jet black curlyhair, cut short and combed straight back. He is greying at the temples. Hehas an exceptionally dark complexion, wears dark horn rimmed glasses and smokes
a pipe. He has a narrow forehead, wide black eyebrows snd brown eyes.
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New York, New York
October 30, 1950

MEMO

Re: JULIUS ROSENBERG
Espionage - R

Re memo of SA John Lewis, dated 8/25/50 in the case entitled DAVID
GREENGLASS, Espionage - R,

'i TURA ARKUS-DUNTOV was interviewed on 10/17/50 by SA Bert S. Taylor
and the writer# The following information was obtained:

DUNTOV and his brother ZORA operated the'Ardun Mechanical Corpora-
tion at 503 W. 56th St#, N.Y.C. from the fall of 191*5 until May, 1950'#

Some tine in 191*6 (DUNTOV was unable to give month or season) JULIUS
ROSENBERG came to their office and the brothers met him for the first time#
ROSENBERG contracted with the Ardun Corp. for some grinding work to be done
on what DUNTOV believes was a selector valve for a Wri^it airplane engine.
DUNTOV states the work continued, periodically, for about 3 months, during
which time they wrked on approximately 200 valves#

DUNTOV said the work was actually done by his shop foreman, UURL
BIRKEN, 20 Stuyvesant Oval, N.Y.C., and he believed that, consequently, BIRKEN
would remember more about the work performed# The Ardun Mechanical Corp# Is
no longer existant and BIRKEN is no longer employed by DUNTOV. DUNTOV said
however, that following the arrest of GREENGLASS and again after the news of
the subject's arrest appeared in the papers, BIRKEN called him up to ask if
he bad seen the papers and remembered these men. DUNTOV said the names and
pictures meant nothing to him until BIRKEN refreshed his memory*

DUNTOV said his brother, ZORA, spent very little time in the shop
and although he has met both GREENGLASS and the subject, he doubts if he knew
anything about them.

DUNTOV said that either the subject or GREENGLASS picked up the work
when it was ready. He was unable to state whether or not anyone else had ever
accompanied either of the men, however.

ECJUekh
65-153U8
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DUNTOV said that he visited ROSENBERG 1 s shop just once, and the

purpose was to pick up a check owed him by the subject. He said he only
talked to ROSENBERG while there, and didn«t stay over five minutes.

DUNTOV said that, after his contract with ROSENBERG was finished,

the subject came to his shop approximately every 3 months until about 19U8#

DUNTOV said the purpose of these visits was an attempt by the subject to

obtain business for his own shop from DUNTOV. He said that during these

visits, he and ROSENBERG discussed engineering problems. He was unable to

be specific in regard to any subjects discussed, but said he assumed they

had discussed jet propulsion and expulsion as one subject, inasmuch as that

was his (DUNTOV 1 e) primary Interest at that time.

DUNTOV said that he was not aware that ROSENBERG was "pumping" him

at any time but states that the subject very probably could have obtained

information of a technical nature from him during these conversations#

Informant said he is anti-Russian and anti-Communl at and can definitely

state that these topics were never discussed, as he would probably have become

violent.

DUNTOV said he may have seen ROSENBERG subsequent to 19U8 but does

not remember it.

He said he could not recall any conversations with GREENGLASS other

than casual remarks, and pointed out the difference between GREENGLASS* and

ROSENBERG’S minds and training.

DUNTOV said his shop was working on a jet helicoptor for the Jet

Helicoptor Corp., formerly located on f>th Ave., during the period of the

ROSENBERG contract. The informant said the Jet Helicoptor Corp. ran out of

funds and the airplane was not finished, to his knowledge. He said he held

the plane as security for money owed him for several months but that after

the bills were paid, he turned the helicoptor over to some N.J. engineering

firm. The name of this firm is not known to DUNTOV.

The informant furnished the following information in regard to

himself:

He was born on February 1, 1917 at Petrograd, Russia and left Russia

in 1927 to go to Germany. DUNTOV left Germany in 1933, went to France and

remained there until 1?U0. He entered the U.S. at Hoboken, N.J. in December,

19lt0 as a visitor. In 19U1 or 19l*2, DUNTOV went to Canada and returned to the

U.S. for permanent residence. He obtained U.S. citizenship in 191*6 and is

married to an American born citizen.

- 2 -
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DUNTOV and his brother, ZORA are automotive and aeronautical en-
gineers, They have perfected a means of converting a Ford V-8 engine into
a racing engine at little cost, DUNTOV states that their motor is more effec-
tive than a $6,000 Offenhauser motor. He said 2 of their motors were used
effectively in the Indianapolis Manorial Day race in 1?50> and in other races
since then have proven their worth.

A
TURA andj£0RA DUNTOV own 255f each of the stock of the Ardun Engine

Co., 37 E. 28th N.Y.C. YURA DUNTOV stated that this firm serves to Im-
port parts needed' for his motor and that the patent for the motor has recently
been sold to ALBERT H. HAAS, President, Stevens Motors, 117-17 Atlantic Ave.,
Richmond Hill, Queens, N.Y, Stevens Motors is an automobile agency and YURA
DUNTOV is presently working in their physical plant at the above address. He
has contracted to set up assembly lines for his motor for Mr* HAAS, and is so
engaged at the present time.

YURA DUNTOV was shown photographs of the following persons!

JULIUS ROSENBERG
ETHEL ROSENBERG
DAVID GREENCLAS

S

RUTH GREENGLA5S
ALFRED SARANT
LOUISE SARANT
MORTON SOBELL
HELEN SOBELL
VIVIAN GLASSMAN
TtfLLlAM PERL
MICHAEL SIDOROVTCH
ANNE SIDOROVICH
NATHAN SUSSMAN
ISRAEL PINKSON
BETTY SANDERS
STANLEY RICH
MARK PAGE
RUSSELL McNUTT
STEPHEN JAVNA
CARLA JAVNA
JOEL BARR
WELDON DAYTON
MAX FINESTONE
MAX ELITCHER
HELENE BUTCHER
WILLIAM DANZIGER
ABE SILVERSTEIN
HENRIETTA SAVIDGE

- 3
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DUNTOV recognized the photographs of J. ROSENBERG and D. GREENGLASS;
and said that the photo of DANZIGER looked familiar some how. He was unable
to state, however, whether he had ever seen DANZIGER or whether the photo might
resemble someone else whom he knew. He said that none of the other photographs
were familiar to him.

DUNTOV denied that he had flown or been associated with the Spanish
War in any way. He said that the only time he has been in Spain was when he

crossed that country enroute to the U.S. in 19U0. He further advised that he
was in France during that war, and that his brother, ZORA, was in Belgium during
that period.

DUNTOV said that he served in a technical capacity with the French
Air Force from the summer of 191*0 until the fall of 19ii0.

He stated that he does not fly, and that he took flying lessons from

an airport in Port Jarvis, L.I., N.Y. in approximately 191*5 or 191*6, but quit
after only five or six hours because his reflexes were not good.

YURA DUNTOV said that, in 191*2, when he employed about 250 men, he
had one employee who had been a member of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. DUNTOV
said this man left about one year later and he only recalls him because of the
stories which this employee used to tell about his experiences in Spain.

DUNTOV stated that he is not, and never has been, a member of the
Coninunist Party; and further that he has never been in sympathy with that party.

l^ARL BIRKEN, 20 Stuyvesant Oval, N.Y.C., is at present Director of
Research ^kElectromath Corp., 70 ?testmoreland Ave., White Plains, N.y. He was
interview on 10/23/50 at his place of employment, by the writer.

BIRKEN said that he first met JULIUS ROSENBERG during the summer of

191*6 when the subject came to the Ardun Mechanical Corp., where BIRKEN was
Shop foreman. BIRKEN explained, as YURA DUNTOV did, that the subject came to

them to have some grinding work done on a valve for the Wright aircraft engine.

He said that he personally did the grinding on a great number of these valves,

all in approxinnately a two month period. He said that either ROSENBERG or
GREENGLASS brought the work to the shop and picked it up.

BIRKEN said that he didn't have much conversation with GREENGLASS
but that ROSENBERG usually arrived at the shop half an hour or so before the
valves were ready, and spent this time watching BIRKEN work and conversing
with him.

- 1*
-
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He said that ROSENBERG did not impress him as being very intelligent
but that the subject did seem to enjoy discussing engineering problems with
him.

B1RKEN said that he, personally, had developed the jet engine which
the corporation was using in the helicoptor being built by them for the Jet
Helicoptor Corp. He said that ROSENBERG didn't seem particularly interested
in this engine, however; and that the subject never obtained any specific in-
formation from him.

The informant said ROSENBERG never mentioned Communism or Russia
during their conversations and stated that he (BIRKEN) and the DUNTOV brothers
were and are very much opposed to Communiaa.

BIRKEN said that ROSENBERG wanted him to enter into a partnership
for the manufacture of model airplane engines. He said that he visited the
subject* s shop, G and R Engineering Co*, once, in 19U6 for the purpose of
looking over the subject's facilities* BIRKEN said that this visit ended the
talk of a partnership as he found the machinery inadequate and the shop "dirty
as a garbage can".

BIRKEN said that, on this visit to the subjects shop, he met BERNIE
GREENGLASS, DAVID GREENGLASS* brother, and two workmen whose names he does not
recall.

The informant recalled that DAVID GREENGLASS did a lot of talking
about his personal life and that he told BIRKEN and others in the Ardun Mechani-
cal Corp. that he had worked on the Atom Bomb. BIRKEN said they discussed a
movie which was exhibited to the public, and which showed the bomb being ex-
ploded at Los Alamos. He said that GREENGLASS told him that the movie revealed
almost the exact shape and size of the bomb. BIRKEN said he had the impression
that GREENGLASS would have told him all he knew about the bomb if he had asked
him, but that he didn't want to know anything about it*

BIRKOl said that, while the Ardun corp. was doing work for ROSENBERG,
the subject visited their shop approximately twelve times. He said, however,
that after this approximate two month period, he never saw either the subject
or GREENGLASS again.

It is noted that YURA DUNTOV said that the subject continued to visit
the shop periodically, after they finished his work. BIRKEN was not told of
DUNTOV* s statement but was asked if ROSENBERG could have visited the shop after
the work was completed and not have been seen by him. He said that was possible*

- 5 -
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BIRKEN wa3 shown all of the pictures set out earlier in this memo,
and stated that only those of the subject and DAVID GREENGLASS were familiar
to him* He said that he has not met either of these men's wives*

BIRKEN stated that he was born in Vienna, Austria on April 17, 1918,
entered the U.S* at N.Y.C. in 1921 and obtained citizenship through his
father's papers in approximately 1936#

He was employed by the Ardun Mechanical Corp. from 191*1 until the
spring of 19U7, with the exception of service in the U.S. Army from April,
19UI* to June, 191*5#

BIRKEN said that, to the best of his knowledge, the father of the
DUNTOV brothers is in Belgium, their mother is in Connec-
ticut, and their step-father (name unknown to BIRKEN ) is in Florida#

*

BIRKEN said that the DUNTOV brothers' father did act a3 a paymaster
for the Russian government in Germany following the revolution; but that he
misappropriated funds, was ordered back to the U.S.S.R., refused to return and
is consequently a fugitive from that country.

The informant said he believed ZORA DUNTOV to have been a machine
gunner in the french Air Force prior to the capitulation of France. He knew
nothing of YURA DUNTOV' s having been in the French Air Force.

BIRKEN said he felt certain that neither of the brothers were in the
Spanish War and also doubts that either of them are pilots.

He felt, as YURA DUNTOV did, that ZORA DUNTOV had very little contact
with ROSENBERG or GREENGLASS. BIRKEN said that ZORA DUNTOV spent very little
time in the plant and that all of the subject's contact s/$£tfi either himself
or YURA DUNTOV.

In view of the information obtained frcm BIRKEN and YURA DUNTOV con-
cerning the subject's relations with the firm, and further in view of the fact
that both men have said that the subject's contacts were principally with them,
it is not believed that an interview with ZORA DUNTOV would be of any value
at this time, and he is consequently not being interviewed.

, tf.ri.
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The following physical descriptions were obtained through observation

and interrogation:

Name:
Birth:
Residence:
Height:
Weight:
Build:
Hair:
Eyes:
Complexion:
Speech:
Relatives:

Occupation:

YURA ARKUS-DUNTOV

2/1/17 at Petrograd, Russia

19 E. ?6th St., N.Y.C. (telephone BU 8-6006)

approximately $* 9"

approximately lijO lbs

slender
brown, greying
dark blue
medium to dark
heavy French accent

wife, SARA DELMA ARKUS-DUNTOV nee BYNUM;

professional name BROOK BYRON as TV actress,

brother, ZORA ARKUS-DUNTOV, 33 Riverside Drive,

N.i.C. , telephone EN 2-5373
automotive engineer

Name:
Birth:
Residence:
Height:
Weight:
Build:
Hair:
Eyes:
Complexion:
Mustache:
Occupation:

KARL BIRKEN

U/17/18 at Vienna, Austria

20 Stuyvesant Oval, N.Y.C.
approximately 5 f 8 rt

approximately 180 lbs.

heavy
light brown, bald in front

blue
light
small, close cropped
Director of Research, Electromath Corp.,

70 Westmoreland Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

EDWARD C. MORGAN, SA
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Re; JULIUS RCGErlBOtG
ESPIONAGE - H

Re memo of SA T7IJU/J.I B. iTRICHT, dated September 1, 195C. andBureau teletype to New York, October 10, 1950, at 9: hi p*m*

Octob-r 26 last, the writer, accompanied by SA ETTYAifn c unnr'wcontactetooLD ROTH, at his residence 1$6 HenW Street New York
con°ornine hi, acq

;

r TJoTJiT^both JUUUo ROSEiBERG and his wife, and GREEUGLASS and his wife.

Was not ac<luainte<i "ith either JULIUS or*'
v:

MhrdfS Z fTH G^GLASS. Consequently, he advised

fAteW.™ R03MG or his vdfe ETHEL had ever been
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R
?
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n
j
ed that he, hinself

, had ever been a member of the CPH -ao denied tnat he had ever been a member of the YCL and in this
*

~

^^tnlediY^Th^ Z Had n0t known JULIUS ROSENBERG at CCNY. ‘ ROTH ^

U¥gS. 1
•

thin£s 111 *3 “• a
‘

nd^
~srs=14^W«S gSo"»WS~
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